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Abstract

Nuclear inventory simulations have a vital role to play in the planning and execution of future fusion experiments and
power plants. They are able to predict the transmutation (burn-up) response of material compositions under neutron
irradiation, thus providing information about the build-up of impurities that could impact on material performance.
The inventory evolution also quantifies the radiological response of a material by tracing the production (and decay)
rates of radioactive nuclides. This information can be used to plan maintenance schedules at nuclear facilities, satisfy
nuclear regulators during reactor planning, and quantify the waste disposal needs during reactor decommissioning.

However, the validity of inventory simulations must be verified to give confidence in the predictions. This paper
describes a validation and verification (V&V) benchmark exercise that tests the quality of nuclear code predictions.
Such benchmarks are an important part of the development and release of the FISPACT-II inventory code and its asso-
ciated input nuclear data libraries. This paper describes the latest V&V based on the fusion decay heat measurements
performed at the Japanese FNS facility. Rigourous and detailed assessment techniques, focussed on the complex
breakdown of decay-heat contributions from individual radionuclides, have been employed to interpret the simulated
results, benchmark the data against the experimental measurements, and to compare results from different international
nuclear data libraries. Example results are presented and discussed for the nickel, iron, niobium, tungsten, chromium,
and osmium, using FISPACT-II simulations performed with TENDL-2017, JEFF-3.3, ENDF/B-VIII.0, EAF2010, and
IRDFF-1.05 nuclear cross section libraries.

Keywords: decay heat measurements and simulation, nuclear data validation, fusion neutron irradiation, nuclear
reaction channels, iron, nickel, tungsten, niobium, chromium, osmium

1. Introduction

In nuclear fusion energy research (magnetic-
confinement or otherwise) many of the outstanding
technical issues that must be solved in a successful
demonstration of fusion’s viability as a commercial
energy source relate to the choice and configuration
of materials within the reactor and there is significant
research, and discussion in the selection process (see,
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e.g. [1, 2, 3]). How a material will perform structurally or
functionally under the extremely damaging environment
associated with the high energy neutrons emitted from
the fusion plasma is a major concern for plant reliability
and availability, and will necessarily influence many of
the reactor design choices for a future demonstration
fusion power plant (often called “DEMO”) [3]. Current
estimates of material exposure conditions for in-vessel
components in DEMO indicate 10s of dpa (displace-
ments per atom) during a lifetime (see [3, table 3]) and
heat loads of 10-20 MW m−2 is some plasma-facing
materials [4]. Besides this physical material damage,
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reactor operation (and decommissioning) must also
be concerned with the transmutation aspect of nuclear
interactions because the change in isotopic/chemical
compositions can also influence material behaviour and
performance as well as produce radioactive components.
The radioactivity, in particular, will constrain in time and
cost the (remote) maintenance options during operation,
as well as determining the economic and environmental
cost of waste disposal [5, 6]. Similar concerns will
also influence design choices for the next generation
(IV) of fission plants, where the energies and fluxes of
neutrons are higher than in earlier generations. Accurate
knowledge of the expected changes to materials under
neutron irradiation is clearly a vital ingredient in nuclear
(fusion or fission) power-plant planing. In the absence of
experimental facilities at the relevant energies and fluxes
expected in a power plant, assessment of isotope compo-
sition evolution, and hence the consequences for material
behaviour and activation, must rely on predictions from
simulations [7].

Modelling how the isotopic composition (the “inven-
tory”) of a material evolves in-time under neutron irra-
diation is often accomplished using inventory simulation
codes. Such codes take a specified neutron flux-energy
distribution as input, most often (for conceptual reactor
designs) calculated using Monte-Carlo statistical neutron
transport simulations, and solve a set of coupled, stiff, or-
dinary differential equations that relate the rate-of-change
of concentration Ni of each nuclide i to the (total) reac-
tion cross sections that either destroy or create it, viz:

dNi

dt
= −Ni(λi + σiφ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

destruction

+
∑
j 6=i

Nj(λji + σjiφ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
creation

, (1)

where λi is the decay constant (in s−1 units) for nuclide
i and σi in barns is the total cross section for all reac-
tion that destroy it, which is typically evaluated by fold-
ing (vector dot product) the normalized input neutron flux
spectrum with energy-dependent reaction cross sections
in the same energy-group format read from a specified li-
brary database. φ is the total neutron flux in n cm−2 s−1,
and the product σφ is a per second reaction rate. λji and
σji are the equivalent total decay constants and total cross
sections on all other nuclides j that create i. It is as-
sumed that the (neutron) particle flux φ is not modified by

the changing material composition [8], which is valid in
most situations apart from very high burn-up (transmuta-
tion) scenarios (e.g. in fission fuels or in lithium-based
tritium breeder blankets for fusion) where alternatively
the neutron flux spectrum can be periodically updated in
an inventory-code-to-transport-code loop (see, for exam-
ple, [9, 10]). With the constant flux assumption (i.e. for a
small enough time interval ∆t) the rate equations remain
linear (in time) and the decay constants and cross sections
in equation (1) are independent of N values, resulting in
the matrix form

dN

dt
= AN = (Λ + φΣ)N, (2)

where the independent matrix A (and its decay rate Λ
and cross section Σ sub-matrices) are assembled from the
components of eq. (1) [8].

A world-leading platform for predicting inventory evo-
lution is the FISPACT-II [8, 11, 12] code. Building on
several decades of development, FISPACT-II has been re-
engineered and modernized to take advantage of the latest
international nuclear data libraries, which it uses to con-
struct the matrix A inequation (2). This matrix is sparse,
containing only around 0.8% non-zero elements in a non-
fission scenario [8], because each reaction/decay typi-
cally produces single daughter nuclides (and secondary
products). It is also stiff due the many orders of mag-
nitudes variation in decay rates that produce large fluc-
tuations and numerical instability. FISPACT-II uses the
well-established LSODE [13, 14] package to solve such
linear, stiff and sparse systems and hence evolve nuclide
compositions in time.

The FISPACT-II code methodology has been thor-
oughly tested for robustness but the accuracy and relia-
bility of its predictions are only as good as the nuclear
data fed into it. Validation and verification (V&V) bench-
mark exercises are needed to test both the performance of
the code and the quality of the nuclear databases.

Several of these “benchmarks” have been developed for
neutron-irradiation applications with FISPACT-II, includ-
ing an integro-differential validation [15], which com-
pares, amongst other things, the available experimental
differential data from the EXFOR [16] database to reac-
tion cross section evaluations read from data-libraries by
FISPACT-II. Ideally, all reaction cross sections at all neu-
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tron energies would be benchmarked in this way using
differential data. However, it is expensive and difficult to
produce such data, which typically comes from carefully
performed measurements under near-monoenergetic neu-
tron fluxes that can be directly converted into a reaction
cross section at a single (neutron) energy. Thus, differen-
tial experimental data only covers a small fraction of the
total number of important nuclear reactions, and even for
reactions with differential data, the neutron-energy cover-
age is usually incomplete [17, 18].

“Integral” measurements, on the other hand, can often
be relatively inexpensive and more-straightforward to ob-
tain. Usually produced from an experiment where mate-
rials are exposed to a complex energy-flux spectrum of
incident neutrons, integral data is difficult to attribute to
a single reaction channel and it is virtually impossible to
use it to reconstruct the energy-dependent reaction (prob-
ability) cross sections. This makes the interpretation of
such experiments more difficult and forces their use in a
complete simulation benchmark – one where the experi-
mental procedure is faithfully modelled and the complete
nuclide inventory evolution is simulated in time to output
quantities that can be directly compared to the real mea-
surements. Carefully constructed simulation benchmarks
of this kind test both the inventory simulation tool – in the
present work FISPACT-II – as well as the quality of the
underlying nuclear data.

Integral benchmarks used in the V&V of FISPACT-
II and neutron-reaction and nuclide-decay data include a
fission decay-heat and inventory benchmark [19], which
primarily tests fission yield and decay heat data (as
well as FISPACT-II’s application of them) against fission
decay heat measurements, and the pseudo-differential
benchmark of maxwellian-averaged cross sections against
high-energy, astrophysics data [20]. For nuclear fu-
sion, we have also developed a largely automated decay-
heat benchmark that compares simulated predictions to a
database of integral experimental measurements obtained
by the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) at their fu-
sion neutron source (FNS) facility.

This paper focuses on the fusion-benchmark, taking
results from the latest technical report on the bench-
mark [21] with further analysis. The paper is organized
as follows. It begins with a description of the FNS exper-
imental set-up and measurements, before explaining the
benchmark simulation process. The results section con-

siders several important materials from the fusion per-
spective, revisiting the relevant output from the latest
technical report on the benchmark [21] and expanding
on the analysis and discussions therein. These examples
highlight the complexity of the simulations necessary to
replicate the superficially simple integral experiment –
the total decay-heat maybe a single measure, but many
contributing nuclear reactions and decay processes often
have to be simulated to accurately predict it. The fact that
these complex contributions are able to, in some cases,
predict the experimental result to high accuracy is testa-
ment to the quality of modern nuclear data libraries and
also demonstrates the efficacy of FISPACT-II’s computa-
tional algorithms.

2. The FNS experiment

As well as the need to provide nuclear data to evalu-
ators, the absence of experimental data on decay power
output (i.e. decay heat) was also a driving force behind
the planning of a series of experiments at the Fusion Neu-
tron Source (FNS) facility at the Japan Atomic Energy
Agency (JAEA) by Maekawa et al. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
Accurate prediction of residual decay power is necessary
to plan for off-load cooling requirements in nuclear power
plants and to aid the design of mitigation steps for loss-
of-coolant accident events. JAEA performed a series of
experiments during the period 1996-2000 at the FNS fa-
cility. 73 different materials, consisting primarily of pure
metals, alloys, and oxides, were irradiated for either 5
minutes or 7 hours (or both) in a 14 MeV neutron source
generated by a 2 mA deuteron beam impinging on a sta-
tionary tritium-bearing titanium target. The resulting neu-
tron fluxes were typically around 1.0 × 1010 n cm−2 s−1,
which were calculated to within 5% accuracy using a
high-purity germanium detector to measure the rate of the
well-characterised 27Al(n,α)24Na reaction in aluminum
reference foils attached to each sample [23] – a similar
methodology has also been employed by the authors of
the present work in γ-spectroscopy experiments [27, 28].

Thin material samples, 25x25 mm2 in area, and around
10 µm thick, were used in the experiments, either as
metallic foil or alloy/oxide powder sandwiched between
tape. Use of a thin sample minimised the self-absorption
of β-rays emitted in the sample itself and thus allowed
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the subsequent heat-output measurement to be as accurate
and representative as possible.

After exposure, each sample was extracted (rapidly
within 10 seconds via a pneumatic tube for the short, 5-
minute irradiations) to a Whole Energy Absorption Spec-
trometer (WEAS) where the decay heat was measured
at various time intervals as the material decay-cooled.
The WEAS system, which comprises two large bismuth-
germanate BGO scintillators in a geometric arrangement,
provided almost 100% detection efficiency for both β and
γ-rays.

Over the course of the experimental series, samples
were irradiated at different positions within the facility as
the orientation of the tritium target, deuteron beam, and
sample varied according to the needs of the experiment
(in particular due to the positioning of the fast extrac-
tion rabbit system for the 5-minute experiments). This
variation lead to results produced in several batches. The
full report [21] benchmarks against all of this data, but in
the present paper we focus on the final batch (in 2000)
of 5-minute experiments performed for all 73 different
material-types at an irradiation position where the pneu-
matic tube was parallel to the deuteron beam and the sam-
ples sat around 50 mm from the tritium target (position 1
described in [26, 21]) – a specially commissioned batch
not discussed in the JAEA reports [24, 25, 26]. For the 7-
hour irradiations, a subset of the full material list were ir-
radiated without the pneumatic tube (rapid extraction was
not needed as the first measurement was typically per-
formed about 16 hours after the irradiation in those cases)
and with the samples sat almost directly on the tritium
target, with only a cooling water channel in between (po-
sition “7” in [26, 21]).

The neutron spectra at each irradiation position were
calculated using the Monte Carlo code MCNP [29], and
figure 1 shows the spectra for experimental positions of
the two experimental batches considered in this paper.
The neutron flux profiles indicate a marked 14 MeV fu-
sion peak and very few neutrons at energies lower than
1 MeV. The typical standard deviation at energies below
100 eV was large (typically greater than 20% [26]) and
so few reaction rates can be well characterised at these
energies. If energies below 100 eV are important for a
production pathway of a simulated radionuclide, the com-
parison to, and validation against, the experiment will not
be fully valid.
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Figure 1: (colour online). Simulated neutron spectra experienced by
the two experimental batches performed at JAEA’s FNS facility and dis-
cussed in this paper. Flux values are scaled (divided) by lethargy to re-
move weighting bias caused by the varying energy-bin widths. Lethargy
is the natural log of the ratio of an energy bin’s upper and lower bounds.

3. Simulation and analysis methodology

The reported data for the experiments were very de-
tailed, with, in particular, very precise measurement
times, which has allowed the design of simulations to re-
produce the experimental in a very robust and accurate
manner. For each case a FISPACT-II [11, 12] simula-
tion (or simulations if several different nuclear databases
are being tested) was been performed using all the ex-
perimental parameters – including the starting material
composition provided by JAEA (for some materials there
were additional unknown errors associated with uncer-
tainties in the chemical compositions of the samples), ir-
radiation time (5 minutes or 7 hours), and unique, sample-
specific cooling times between the experimental measure-
ments in the WEAS. In the latest application of the decay-
heat benchmark [21], separate FISPACT-II simulations
were performed with the current releases of major interna-
tional nuclear cross section libraries (and their associated
decay-data files where appropriate). TENDL-2017 [30],
ENDF/B-VIII.0 [31], and JEFF-3.3 [32] were considered
alongside the older EAF2010 [33] library, which is still
widely used in the fusion research community in Europe.
Additionally, the 79 dosimetry reactions [34] of IRDFF-
1.05 [35] were also accessed (FISPACT-II is uniquely ca-
pable of utilising any appropriately formatted data library
– even one with a small list of defined target nuclides
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and possible reactions), but simulations with that (delib-
erately) limited database are only meaningful for certain
samples.

The FISPACT-II simulation results have been com-
pared to the corresponding experimental data via a set of
automated analyses and visual representations that have
been developed over a number of years, and which allow
not only the comparison between the simulated,integral
decay-heat metric against the experimental measure-
ments, but also probe in-depth the underlying complex-
ity of the inventory evolution, including the time-varying
relative importance of decay-heat from different radionu-
clides, their uncertainties, and their reaction pathways of
production – all of which is part of the standard capabili-
ties of FISPACT-II. In the benchmark reports, results and
comparisons are presented for each sample experiment in
both graphical and tabulated form, and some simple statis-
tical analyses are performed to assess the quality of code
predictions, including standard experiment to calculation
ratios, commonly known as C/E values.

4. Results and analysis examples

In the following we present analyses and discuss re-
sults for several materials where accurate predictions are
important for the design and planning of future fusion ex-
periments and power plants.

4.1. Nickel

Nickel is an important material in both the fusion
and fission industries. It is a primary constituent of
austenitic stainless steels such as 316-grade (12.5 wt.%
Ni), which is the main steel proposed for the vacuum con-
tainment vessel of future fusion power plants [5]. Nickel
also forms the majority of high-nickel Inconel superal-
loys such as 718-grade (nominal Ni content 52.44 wt.%),
which are oxidation-corrosion-resistant materials specif-
ically designed to function at high temperatures such as
in power-generating turbines [36]. For these reasons,
the cross sections of nuclear reactions on nickel iso-
topes are well-studied (see, for example [37, 38, 39]).
However, with five naturally occurring stable isotopes
(58Ni 68.077 atm.%, 60Ni 26.223%, 61Ni 1.140%, 62Ni
3.635%, and 64Ni 0.926% ) the nuclear reaction land-
scape for nickel is very complex. Fortunately, the detailed

FISPACT-II simulations performed for the FNS bench-
mark and the in-depth interpretation analysis afforded by
them, allow this complexity to be understood.

Figure 2 displays the main graphical outputs from the
simulated experiment on nickel. The top plots (figures 2a
and 2b, for the 5-minute and 7-hour experiments, re-
spectively) show total decay-heat evolution curves from
FISPACT-II simulations with the five different nuclear li-
braries [30, 31, 32, 33, 35] alongside the experimental
measurement points (with the small experimental uncer-
tainties as vertical lines) – all in µW/g. The plots also
show the nuclear-date-derived uncertainty bands associ-
ated with the TENDL-2017 [30] library.

In figures 2c and 2d the TENDL-2017 simulations are
broken-down into individual radionuclide contributions
(and also compared against the experiment). Uniquely,
FISPACT-II automatically formats the inventory data into
output that can be used to produce these very instruc-
tive, radionuclide-separated plots directly (i.e. without
any additional processing), and even produces the nec-
essary scripts for immediate use with the Gnuplot [40]
plotting software (see [11] for examples and details). The
authors have demonstrated previously how these plots
allow straightforward understanding of complex inven-
tory simulations [41, 5], and such plots are often used
to interpret fusion inventory simulations (see, for exam-
ple [42, 43, 44]).

Here, these absolute decay-heat contribute plots (top
halves of figures 2c and 2d) are accompanied by a new
variant – where the nuclide contributions are plotted as
% relative contributions to the total decay-heat (lower-
halves of figures 2c and 2d). These have recently been
prototyped as part of the FNS benchmark to simplify vi-
sual identification of the important radionuclides in com-
plex cases where there are many minor contributions,
such as depicted here for nickel. Relative ratio plots
may be unfamiliar in fusion research, but similar, rela-
tive/fractional contribution techniques have been applied
in fission core fuel burn-up and spent nuclear-fuel analy-
sis (e.g. [45, 46, 47]).

The nickel results show that the majority of the nu-
clear libraries considered produce total simulated decay-
heat evolution that agrees well with the experimental
measurement. The experimental values are, on average,
within 10% of the simulated values for TENDL-2017,
EAF2010, and JEFF-3.3 for the 5-minute experiment (i.e.
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Figure 2: (colour online). Simulated decay-heat experiment for nickel in the FNS benchmark. (a) and (c) correspond to decay-heat following
5-minute irradiations, (b) and (d) are the equivalent data after 7-hour irradiations. (a) and (b) show total decay-heat curves on linear time-after-
irradiation scales for the different nuclear library simulations with FISPACT-II, the experimental measurements as points with vertical lines showing
experimental uncertainty, and the nuclear-data-uncertainty band (in grey) for the TENDL-2017 [30] library. (c) and (d) present the radionuclide
breakdown of contributions to the total decay heat from the TENDL-2017 simulations in absolute µW/g terms (top halves) and as % contributions
(bottom halves) – on logarithmic time-after-irradiation scales. See main text for more details.

experiment-over-calculation or E/C ratios nominally lie in
the range 0.9 to 1.1). This is a good result for the simu-
lations given the short-lived and exotic nature of the ra-
dionuclides shown to be involved. The lower plot in fig-
ure 2c shows that the first 5 minutes of the post-irradiation

cooling is dominated by 62Co, whose production levels
all of the general purpose libraries (i.e. excluding IRDFF-
1.05) agree upon. This is an interesting observation given
that it is produced almost entirely via (n,p) reactions on
62Ni, which makes up only 3.6 atomic % of pure nickel
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– as shown in table 1, which summarises the production
pathways for the important radionuclides discussed in this
paper. The fact that the decay-heat can be dominated by
a radionuclide whose parental-source is a relatively minor
component of the starting composition demonstrates that
radiological analysis must often be concerned with mi-
nor components of the overall transmutation picture (see
also [48], where it is shown that very minor compositional
impurities can lead to problems with predicted waste dis-
posal).

Beyond 5 minutes of cooling two metastable nuclides
of cobalt – 60mCo and 62mCo – dominate for the next 30
minutes of experimental measurement time. Here the ma-
jor nuclear libraries differ. END/F-VIII.0 lacks the pro-
duction pathways (both (n,p) reactions, see table 1) for
these metastable isomers, while the good agreement to the
experiment for the other libraries strongly suggests that
these are the correctly identified sources of the measured
decay-heat. Meanwhile, the IRDFF-1.05 library is not
concerned with such short-lived radionuclides, and thus,
for the 5-minute experiment, only predicts the low-level
decay-heat from the longer-lived (and thus important for
dosimetry) 57Ni and 58Co radionuclides (which are im-
portant for the 7-hour experiment, see below).

Note for the 5-minute irradiation, that none of
these three identified major-contributing nuclides,
60mCo,62mCo, or 62Co, are dominant enough at any
particularly cooling time to be unequivocally validated
by this integral benchmark. Even at the start of cooling,
where 62Co is most dominant, it still only contributes
around 67% of the decay-heat and thus it is difficult
to say without any doubt that the cross section for the
associated (n,p) reaction is conclusively and numerically
validated. All this integral benchmark can say is that
the total decay-heat profile is correctly predicted and
there is some confidence in the apportionment of the con-
tributions from different radionuclides. This illustrates
a common difficulty in using integral experiments to
provide quantitative input to nuclear reaction data evalu-
ations – only in rare cases is the inventory picture simple
enough to make a conclusive quantitative assessment of
the spectrum-averaged cross section a single reaction
(for example, see the discussion of the iron experiments
below) [49].

On the other hand, 57Ni, which becomes the main
decay-heat generator after an hour of cooling in the 5-

minute experiments, is dominant enough at the start of
cooling following the 7-hour irradiation to be more reli-
ably validated by that experiment – in the full benchmark,
the greater than 80% dominance of 57Ni (figure 2d) is
used as a justification to attribute characteristic E/C values
and their associated uncertainties to the production of this
nuclide. The E/CT17 ratio, taken from the time=0 mea-
surements where the nuclide is most dominant, for “the
production of 57Ni” is 0.95, with an experimental uncer-
tainty of 5% and nuclear data uncertainty (for the (n,2n)
reaction that produces 57Ni – see table 1) of 13% [21]. In
the benchmark report, a threshold of 75% dominance is
used globally to make the determination as to whether a
particular time-measurement pair can validate the produc-
tion of one radionuclide.

Similarly, 58Co dominates the decay-heat between
1 week and 200 days (0.55 years) following the 7-hour
irradiation, and here the TENDL-2017 E/CT17 (at 12 days
of cooling) is exactly one, with experimental and nuclear-
data (for (n,p) reactions on 58Ni) uncertainties of 5 and
10%, respectively.

Overall, the simulations agree well with the 7-hour
experimental measurements for all four of the major
general-purpose libraries. Even the IRDFF-1.05 dosime-
try captures the profile associated 57Ni and 58Co (it covers
the necessary (n,p) and (n,2n) reactions in its database),
although it deviates from the other curves and the experi-
ment at the 200-day and 400-day measurements. IRDFF-
1.05 lacks the necessary (n,np) reaction channel to pro-
duce the 57Co that contributes 50% of the decay-heat at
400 days. This is perhaps unexpected as 57Co is a γ-
emitter, and is commonly used as a calibration source
in nuclear medicine equipment [50] and as radioactive
marker in medicine [51], although in those cases the
source of 57Co is normally from cyclotron irradiation of
iron, nickel, or manganese using protons [52].

4.2. Iron
Iron is perhaps even more important for fusion (and fis-

sion) than nickel, as it is the main constituent of steels,
including those commonly used in the nuclear industry
such as SS316 (65 wt.% Fe [5]), or those planned for
future fusion application such as the reduced-activation
ferritic-martensitic (RAFM) EUROFER-steel ( 89 wt.%
Fe [5]). For this reason, the important reaction cross sec-
tions on Fe isotopes have long been studied and mea-
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sured experimentally, even at 14 MeV fusion energies
(see, e.g. [53, 54, 55]).

Unsurprisingly, the quality of the match between the
simulations and the decay-heat experiment is very good,
even allowing for some unexplained experimental varia-
tion between various batches of 5-minute irradiations at
the FNS facility [21]. In cooling simulations following
either 5-minute or 7-hour irradiations, the E/C values are
generally within 0.1 of one at all cooling times for all nu-
clear libraries considered [21]. IRDFF-1.05 shows some
higher deviation due to the absence of reaction channels
associated with the minor contributors to the decay-heat –
see figure 3 – but includes the important production routes
to radionuclides of manganese that capture the majority of
the decay-heat.

Figure 3 shows the absolute and % breakdown of nu-
clide contributions to the TENDL-2017 inventory simula-
tion results. The picture is much simpler here than com-
pared to nickel. In the 5 minute irradiation case, one ra-
dionuclide contributions at least 70% of the total decay-
heat at all cooling times, including virtually 100% beyond
10 minutes. This nuclide, 56Mn, produced primarily via
(n,p) reactions on 56Fe (see table 1), also dominates at
near, 100% levels at the first experimental measurement
time (∼15 hours) and during the first day of simulated
cooling in the 7-hour irradiation scenario. It is then re-
placed, in dominance, by decay-heat from 54Mn (also
from (n,p) reaction), which contributes at least 80% for
the remainder of the 400+ days of measurement time.

The dominance of these two nuclides makes it possi-
ble to validate the spectrum-averaged cross sections of the
(n,p) reactions on Fe that produce them. The TENDL-
2017 simulations of the 5-minute and 7-hour experiments
agree on an E/CT17 value of 0.95 for (n,p) on 56Fe with
around 5% experimental uncertainty and 20% data uncer-
tainty – of which the latter could be viewed as overly pes-
simistic (from the TENDL evaluation methodology) given
the quality of the match to the measurements. Meanwhile,
the simulation of cooling following a 7-hour irradiation
gives an E/CT17 ratio for 54Mn production via (n,p) on
54Fe of 1.1 (averaged over all cooling times greater than
2-days) with 6-10% experimental uncertainty and an 11%
uncertainty on the nuclear data.

This (n,p) validation for Fe is important because
these reactions also produce hydrogen (i.e. the “p”) and
56Fe(n,p) in particular will be the main source of hydro-

gen gas production in steels inside a fusion reactor. Cur-
rent predictions for a demonstration fusion power plant
suggest that of the order of 500 atom parts per million
(appm) hydrogen will be produced for every full-power-
equivalent year of operation in pure iron, corresponding
to approximately 50 appm H per dpa (displacements per
atom) of damage dose. Hydrogen is known to induce em-
brittlement in iron-based alloys [56, 57], while such H-
to-dpa ratios have been shown to induce up to 5% void
swelling after 50 dpa in RAFM steels in a synergistic be-
haviour with helium (produced at a nearly order of magni-
tude slower rate [5]) [58], and can even cause significant
void swelling in isolation [59]. It is clear that having accu-
rate predictions of H production rates in iron (and hence
steels) under neutron irradiation is vital for quantifying
the safe operation lifetimes of nuclear fusion components.

4.3. Niobium
Niobium is widely used in steel production, particu-

larly as a micro-alloy stabilising element [60], and ap-
pears as a minor constituent of both main steels consid-
ered for demonstration fusion reactor applications in Eu-
rope – ∼0.01 and 0.005 wt.% of SS316 and EUROFER,
respectively [5]. At these levels, the decay-heat from
pure niobium may not be a significant concern, but it is
nonetheless important that its radiological response pro-
file is accurately predicted, and thus that relevant reac-
tion cross sections in nuclear library evaluations are good.
Even minor impurities can play a large role in activa-
tion and transmutation response of nuclear materials [48].
Note that niobium is a more significant component in
high-temperature nickel-based alloys such as Inconel-718
(5.1 wt.% Nb), where it helps to form the γ′′ strengthen-
ing phase [36].

Figure 4, shows results from the simulated 7-hour irra-
diation followed by cooling, and compares the predictions
to the experimental measurements. The total decay-heat
evolution (figure 4a) in the experiment is well-captured
by simulations with three of the general purpose libraries
considered – a favourable result which is replicated for
those same libraries in the 5-minute irradiation bench-
mark (not shown here, but see [21]). However, simula-
tions with the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library show poor agree-
ment to the measurements. Similar to the situation noted
with nickel, but more severely detrimental here, the cause
of the discrepancy is the absence of a reaction channel
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Figure 3: (colour online) Radionuclide breakdown of contributions to the total decay-heat from the TENDL-2017 simulations of pure iron after (a)
5-minute and (b) 7-hour irradiations. Absolute µW/g curves are shown in the top halves of both plots, with % contribution-curves shown in the lower
halves. The FNS benchmark experimental decay-heat measurements are also shown in the upper plots. All times are given as time-after-irradiation
in years on a logarithmic scale.

to the metastable nuclide 92mNb. The nuclide contribu-
tion breakdown from the TENDL-2017 simulations in fig-
ure 4b shows that this metastable nuclide is the dominant
source of decay-heat, contributing at least 90% of the heat
at all measurement times. The ENDF/B-VIII.0 result,
on the other hand, (figure 4c) has the contribution from
this radionuclide completely absent, and instead predicts
a decay-heat profile dominated by 90Y. The other libraries
agree with the level of 90Y predicted by ENDF/B-VIII.0,
but the comparison to the experiment clearly shows that
this contribution is insufficient – neither the absolute level
of 90Y predicted nor its 2.7-day half-life reflect the mea-
sured decay profile (92mNb has a longer, 10-day half-life
and this is an obvious match to the decay curve).

Note that 92mNb is important for dosimetry purposes
and so the (n,2n) reaction channel that produces it from
93Nb (table 1) is included in the official IRDFF-1.05 re-
lease (see [34]). However, processing and formatting

problems associated with the translation of the raw point-
wise continuous cross section data files into the discrete
group-wise structure necessary to calculate reaction rates
from a neutron-energy-flux spectrum (as described in the
introduction) have caused this reaction to be omitted from
the files read by IRDFF-1.05. But processing issues are
not the reason for absence of 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb from the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 – the raw point-wise, ENDF-6 [61] file
for 93Nb from [31] simply does not contain any data to
separate the (n,2n) reaction into different isomeric-state
daughters.

The dominance of 92mNb (with three libraries at least)
allows this integral experiment to more definitively vali-
date the (n,2n) channel that produces it. The predictions
give and E/CT17 of 1.05 with 6% experimental uncertainty
and a nuclear-data uncertainty (for the reaction channel)
of 18%.

Validation of 92mNb production from 93Nb also pro-
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Figure 4: (colour online) Simulated decay-heat experiment for a 7-
hour irradiation of niobium in the FNS benchmark. (a) shows total
decay-heat curves on a linear time-after-irradiation scale for inventory
simulations with different nuclear libraries, as well as the experimental
measurements as points with vertical lines showing experimental uncer-
tainty, and the nuclear-data-uncertainty band (in grey) for the TENDL-
2017 [30] library. (b) presents the radionuclide breakdown of contribu-
tions to the total decay heat from the TENDL-2017 simulation in abso-
lute µW/g terms on a logarithmic time-after-irradiation scale. (c) shows
the equivalent profiles for the simulation with ENDF/B-VIII.0 [31].

vides some indirect validation of same reaction to the
ground-state 92Nb. This latter nuclide, with its extremely
long, 3.5×107-year half-life is relatively difficult to mea-

sure experimentally because its radiological contribution
cannot be easily measured above the dominance of its
shorter-lived isomer, and so indirect validation of this kind
is useful. There is a large amount of differential EX-
FOR [16] data (experimental, derived, and calculated) for
the production of the metastable via the 93Nb(n,2n) chan-
nel, as shown in figure 5), which compares the available
EXFOR data to TENDL-2017 (group-wise) cross section
curves. There is also some data for the total production
cross section (again, shown in the figure), but nothing for
the production of 92Nb. TENDL-2017 nicely captures the
cross section for the production of 92mNb, particularly
around the 14 MeV-peak of the FNS spectrum – nearly
all of the EXFOR data points lie within the library un-
certainty bands. The fact that the total 93Nb(n,2n) from
TENDL-2017 is also a reasonable match to the differen-
tial data in figure 5 validates the branching ratio of the
reaction to the different isomers, which varies between
30 and 40 in the energy range shown in the figure and
is close to 40 at 14 MeV (i.e. the xs for metastable pro-
duction is 40 times smaller than the xs at the same en-
ergy of ground-state production). Thence, the validation
of 92mNb creation in this integral (but largely 14 MeV)
experiment also provides confidence in the ground state
production.

Here it is important to note a significant omission from
the niobium benchmark, which highlights a general defi-
ciency of the (relatively) short experimental timescales. It
has recently been shown [48] that 94Nb production is a
major concern for the waste disposal prospects of steels
in a nuclear fusion demonstration power plant. This long-
lived radionuclide is produced via neutron capture re-
actions on 93Nb, which have the highest cross sections
(probabilities) for occurrence at thermal energies. Such
low-energy neutrons are rare in the fusion environment
(including in the present FNS experiment), and so 94Nb is
produced slowly. However, it has a very long half-life of
20000 years and thus does not decay significantly even on
the 1000-year timescale. The FNS experimental bench-
mark is unable to say anything about the reaction cross
sections that produce this radionuclide due to the short-
ness of both the irradiation (not enough 94Nb is born) and
cooling (insufficient time passes) times. While, the case
of 94Nb may be an extreme example, it is nonetheless true
in general that the experimental timescales employed in
Japan cannot capture all of the inventory evolution that
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Figure 5: (colour online) TENDL-2017 and EXFOR-differential cross
sections for (n,2n) on 93Nb. Grey uncertainty bands shown for each
cross section (xs) curve are based on covariance data in the TENDL-
2017 library. The TENDL-2017 total is the sum of the channels to
the different daughter isomeric states (and the uncertainty band in this
case comes from the individual errors summed in quadrature). EX-
FOR [16] data is separated into differential points (a mixture of exper-
imental, derived, and calculated values) identified as corresponding to
the metastable 92mNb or total (no EXFOR data is directly attributed to
the xs to the ground-state). Quoted uncertainties in energy and xs for
each differential point are shown as horizontal and vertical error-bars.
The neutron energy-flux spectrum for the 7-hour FNS irradiation is also
shown (using the right hand y-axis flux scale).

will occur in a full fusion-reactor life-cycle. Similarly, the
iron or nickel experiments do not capture 60Co (T1/2=5.3
years) production – a nuclide also predicted to be impor-
tant for limits of disposal of fusion waste.

4.4. Tungsten
Beyond structural materials (steels, etc.), tungsten is

probably one of the most important candidate functional
materials in fusion reactor research. Significant de-
sign [4, 44, 3], experimental [62, 63, 64], and modelling
effort [65, 66, 67] has been devoted to exploring how
tungsten can be employed as a protective armour layer in
plasma-exposed surfaces of a magnetic-confinement fu-
sion reactor, where it is the obvious choice due to its high-
melting point, low sputtering/erosion rates, and good ther-
mal conductivity [68]. However, the predictions for acti-
vation and transmutation/burn-up of tungsten, which rely
on having good quality nuclear data, are complicated and
full of subtlety. For example, transmutation in W (and, to

a lesser extent, its activation) can be strongly influenced
by the local neutron and material environment due to self-
shielding effects caused by the giant resonances in the
neutron capture (n,γ) cross sections on most of tungsten’s
five naturally occurring isotopes [68, 69].

Figure 6 shows the full FNS benchmark result for tung-
sten, including 5-minute (figures 6a and 6c) and 7-hour
(figures 6b and 6d) results. Following the 5-minute ir-
radiation, the total decay-heat profile predicted by three
of the libraries considered for this case are a good match
to the shape of the measurement profile. However, the
decay-heat is systematically over-predicted by the inven-
tory simulations demonstrating discrepancies in the nu-
clear data for this element.

The radionuclide breakdown of the TENDL-2017 sim-
ulation in figure 6c shows that the dominant radionuclide
during the first 10 minutes of cooling after the 5-minute ir-
radiation is 185mW produced by (n,2n) reactions on 186W
(28.43 atm.% of natural W). This radionuclide contributes
almost 100% of decay-heat in the first five minutes of
cooling, but the E/CT17 during this time-frame is a very
poor 0.5 with 8% nuclear data uncertainty (i.e. for the
(n,2n) reaction), and a flat 13% experimental uncertainty.
If the experimental measurements are to be believed then
they would indicate that the 186W(n,2n)185mW produc-
tion channel needs to be reevaluated slightly, particularly
at 14 MeV. Analysis of the available differential data for
the entire 186W(n,2n) channel in EXFOR (figure 7) re-
veals that the current evaluated cross section for 185mW in
TENDL-2017 (and ENDF/B-VIII.0, EAF2010) is higher
than the majority of data around 14 MeV, with EXFOR
data falling largely outside of the TENDL-2017 uncer-
tainty band (also shown in figure 7). Since the concentra-
tion of (and hence decay-heat from) 185mW depends ex-
ponentially on the reaction rate (σφ in eq. 1) only a small
adjustment would be needed to produce a match between
the simulations and experiment, which is entirely conceiv-
able in light of figure 7. Note that the current evaluation
of (n,2n)185mW could be biased by the one anomalously
high data point at ∼+15 MeV shown in the figure, and the
large scatter in the total cross section points.

The need for accuracy of prediction for this (n,2n) re-
action channel has particular importance because, as was
shown in [69], it can contribute to almost 70% of the total
Re production (185W decays to 185Re via β emission) in
a typical fusion operational scenario where self-shielding
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Figure 6: (colour online). Simulated decay-heat experiment for tungsten in the FNS benchmark. (a) and (c) correspond to decay-heat following
5-minute irradiations, (b) and (d) are the equivalent data after 7-hour irradiations. (a) and (b) show total decay-heat curves on linear time-after-
irradiation scales for the different nuclear library simulations with FISPACT-II, the experimental measurements as points with vertical lines showing
experimental uncertainty, and the nuclear-data-uncertainty band (in grey) for the TENDL-2017 [30] library. (c) and (d) present the radionuclide
breakdown of contributions to the total decay heat from the TENDL-2017 simulations in absolute µW/g terms (top halves) and as % contributions
(bottom halves) – on logarithmic time-after-irradiation scales. See main text for more details.

reduces the capture reaction rates (which would dominate
otherwise). The build-up of transmutant rhenium needs
to be accurately quantified because it is known to alter
the microstructure of W via the formation of irradiation-
induced solute clustering (in the absence of irradiation Re
can form solid solutions in W even at 25 atm.% concen-

trations [70]). Eventually, this clustering and segregation
can lead to hardening and embrittlement [71, 72]. Mean-
while, the (n,2n) reactions on W isotopes in general are
known to contribute almost 50% of the predicted NRT-dpa
dose in tungsten under typical plasma-exposed first-wall
conditions of a DEMO fusion reactor (see fig. 3 in [73]).
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Further experiment maybe needed to unequivocally prove
the case for reevaluation of these reactions (particularly
on 186W) for this problematic, from a nuclear data per-
spective, element.

For the remaining 50 minutes of measurement time af-
ter the 5 minute irradiation, the TENDL-2017 simulation
shows several contributing nuclides, with none contribut-
ing more than 50%. Interestingly, the main contributors,
186Ta and 187W, both originate from reactions on the same
186W nuclides (see table 1). Despite other W isotopes
accounting for more than 70% of all atoms in the input
sample (assuming 100% purity) only 186W reactions are
seen to be relevant for the measured decay-heat. Since the
overestimation of the experiment continues at the same
factor two level (i.e. E/C≈0.5) with all libraries (includ-
ing JEFF-3.3) this could imply a more fundamental issue
with 186W cross sections. However, particular caution
should be taken here to avoid overstating the disagree-
ment for a capture reaction (to 187W) which anyway is

not strongly probed by the 14 MeV peaked neutron spec-
trum (figure 1), even if, as in this case, the reaction has
important dosimetry applications (186W(n,γ)187W is in-
cluded in IRDFF-1.05 [35, 34]).

In respect of the inter-library comparison for this exper-
iment, JEFF-3.3 [32] misses the production route to the
metastable 185mW nuclide and thus completely misrepre-
sents the measured decay profile in the first 10 minutes
following the irradiation. Meanwhile, it is not appropriate
to simulate this case with IRDFF-1.05 as it is not con-
cerned with the main radionuclides involved (in either the
5-minute irradiation or the 7-hour one discussed below).

Different radionuclides dominate the decay-heat dur-
ing cooling in simulations of the seven-hour experiment.
There are 40-50% decay-heat contributions from 184Ta
and 181W at the start and end, respectively, of the 400 days
of cooling, but the simulated-production of neither is par-
ticularly validated by this experiment. On the other hand,
the overestimation from the simulations at 403-days (the
experimental measurement time) of cooling where 181W
is 50% of the decay-heat adds additional reason to doubt
(n,2n) channel evaluations on W (181W is produced via
(n,2n) – see table 1).

Once again, it is the same (n,2n) channel on 186W that
dominates at other cooling times. This time it is the
longer-lived 185W ground state isomer which produces
around 70% of the decay-heat between 5 and 200 days
of cooling. The E/C ratios vary somewhat due to exper-
imental fluctuations, but are typically around 0.7-0.8 for
this dominant channel and for all nuclear libraries consid-
ered (including JEFF-3.3 which includes the ground-state
channel). As before, this estimate is based on the total
decay-heat E/C ratios, with experimental and TENDL-
2017-nuclear-data uncertainties of 15% and 7%, respec-
tively.

As with the 5-minute there is an over-prediction by
the 7-hour simulations (see figure 6b). This disagree-
ment between simulation and experiment is not as large
as in the shorter experiment, but it nonetheless give fur-
ther cause to doubt the current cross sections evaluations
for 186W(n,2n) (figure 7) in all library evaluations.

4.5. Chromium

Chromium, like iron and nickel, is an important con-
stituent of steels, including those of interest for fusion
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power reactors, such as SS316 (18 wt.%) and RAFM EU-
ROFER (9.5 wt.%). For this reason, the measurement of
nuclear reaction cross sections has been of historical and
long-term interest, resulting in many published data sets,
including at 14 MeV fusion energies (e.g. [74, 75, 76]).
Furthermore, as with iron, one would expect the simula-
tion predictions to accurately reproduce decay-heat mea-
surements for this important and well-studied element.
However, this assumes that the experiments are without
artifact, which has been true for the other examples from
the FNS benchmark considered so far, but is not the case
for chromium.

Figure 8 shows the decay-heat measurements for
chromium after both 5-minute (figures 8a and c) and 7-
hour (8b and d) irradiations. Unlike the situation with the
previous metals (Ni, Fe, Nb, W), where a metallic foil
sample was used, it was not possible for the JAEA exper-
imentalists to obtain stable thin-foil samples of Cr and so
a metallic powder was used [26]. While it was known that
this chromium powder would be likely to contain impuri-
ties of Al (up to 0.2 wt.%), Fe (up to 0.6 wt.%), and sev-
eral others [26, 22], exact quantification of the impurity
levels was not possible and so the simulation benchmark
is performed with an assumption of 100% purity. Such an
assumption has no impact on the simulations of many of
the other metallic-foil-based experiments because the ac-
tivated impurities do not produce a noticeable decay-heat
contribution, but for Cr the simulations are not so fortu-
nate.

The simulated total decay-heat curves after Cr irradi-
ation (figures 8a and b) show a clear underestimation of
the measured decay-heat beyond 30 minutes of cooling
in the 5-minute irradiation experiment, and during the
first 4-5 days of cooling following the 7-hour irradia-
tion. As was noted by Maekawa et al. [26, 22], the lat-
ter discrepancy could easily be accounted for by a source
of 24Na in the sample, which has the correct 15-hour
half-life to match the observed decay profile and is pro-
duced via 27Al(n,α)24Na (a well-established reference re-
action in many γ-detector applications [28]). Similarly,
the additional, unaccounted for decay-heat at the end of
the measurement time following the 5-minute irradiation
could be due to a combined contribution from not only
24Na, but also the shorter-lived 27Mg and 56Mn produced
from (n,p) reactions on 27Al and 56Fe, respectively (again,
these are both high-cross section, standard reference reac-

tions [27]).
Despite these impurity issues, the Cr experimental re-

sults are reasonably useful for integral validation purposes
because the overwhelming majority of the decay-heat is
predicted to come from one radionuclide in each case. For
the 5-minute irradiation, 52V generates more than 90%
of the decay-heat during the first 25 minutes of cooling
and the simulations agree well with the measurements.
The E/C values lie between 0.8 and 1.0 in this time-frame
with all nuclear libraries except IRDFF-1.05 which omit-
ted here because the half-life of 52V is too short to be of
interest for dosimetry applications. The experimental er-
ror during this cooling period was 6-8% and the TENDL-
2017 uncertainty for the (n,p) reaction on 52Cr that pro-
duced most of 52V (see table 1) was 12%.

Similarly, in the 7-hour irradiation experiment 51Cr
produces almost 100% of the simulated decay-heat, and,
after the impurity heat has dissipated, the decay pro-
file of this radionuclide predicted by all libraries (includ-
ing IRDFF-1.05 because 51Cr is important for dosimetry)
closely matches the experimental measurements. E/C val-
ues are close to one for cooling times greater than one
week. The low quoted experimental errors of 6%, and
TENDL-2017 nuclear data uncertainty for the (n,2n) pro-
duction route of 10%, allow a safe conclusion that this
reaction is a good evaluation well-validated by this exper-
iment.

4.6. Osmium

The previous results discussed in this paper demon-
strated how well the often complex decay-heat simula-
tions were able to match the experimental measurements.
This final benchmark example, on the other hand, for
osmium, considers as situation where inventory simu-
lations fail to reproduce the experiment, regardless of
the nuclear library choice. Like rhenium, osmium is
one of the main transmutation products produced during
the neutron-irradiation of tungsten in a fusion environ-
ment [68]. While concentrations of Os may never ex-
ceed 1-2 atm.% in tungsten armour, it will still be nec-
essary to understand the radiological and transmutation
response of Os as an impurity at this level. Furthermore,
osmium segregates strongly in tungsten under irradiation
(even more so than rhenium) [71] and can promote the
formation of inter-metallic σ-phases in the ternary W-Re-
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Figure 8: (colour online). Simulated decay-heat experiment for chromium in the FNS benchmark. (a) and (c) correspond to decay-heat fol-
lowing 5-minute irradiations, (b) and (d) are the equivalent data after 7-hour irradiations. (a) and (b) show total decay-heat curves on linear
time-after-irradiation scales for the different nuclear library simulations with FISPACT-II and the experimental measurements as points. Note that
the experimental errors and TENDL-2017 uncertainties are plotted (as elsewhere in this paper), but are comparatively small in this case and barely
visible on the plotting scales used. (c) and (d) present the radionuclide breakdown of contributions to the total decay heat from the TENDL-2017
simulations in absolute µW/g terms (top halves) and as % contributions (bottom halves) – on logarithmic time-after-irradiation scales. Note that
the IRDFF-1.05 was not considered in simulations of the cooling after the 5-minute irradiation. See main text for more details.

Os system [68, 77], leading to hardening and embrittle-
ment [78].

Figure 9 shows the benchmark results for the 5-minute
irradiation experiment on osmium. It is immediately clear
from the total decay-heat curves (figure 9a) that the sim-
ulation predictions are poor for any choice of nuclear li-

brary. Even more concerning is the fact that the FISPACT-
II calculations with different libraries give completely
different results in terms of both decay-heat values and
decay-curve profile.

Firstly notice that TENDL-2017 and JEFF-3.3 give
identical results. This is not uncommon – for example,
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Figure 9: (colour online) Simulated decay-heat experiment for a 5-minute irradiation of osmium in the FNS benchmark. (a) shows total decay-heat
curves on a linear time-after-irradiation scale for inventory simulations with different nuclear libraries, as well as the experimental measurements
as points. Vertical error lines show the experimental uncertainty and a grey band indicates the TENDL-2017 nuclear-data uncertainty. (b) presents
the radionuclide breakdown of contributions to the total decay heat from the TENDL-2017 simulation in absolute µW/g terms (top half) and as
% contributions (bottom half) – on logarithmic time-after-irradiation scale. (c) shows the equivalent absolute and % radionuclide profiles for a
FISPACT-II simulation with EAF2010 [33].

all of the other example materials discussed in this pa-
per, where the agreement with experiments are good, have
different library predictions that are often indistinguish-
able. However, in this case, the two libraries are identical
and wrong precisely because they are the same. JEFF-
3.3 [32] was compiled from various sources and many of
its individual nuclide-target files (including both 190Os
and 192Os, which are the main isotopes of osmium at
26.36 and 40.93 atm.%, respectively) were taken directly

from the previous version of TENDL, TENDL-2015 [79].
This highlights one of the difficulties in comparing dif-
ferent nuclear data libraries, in particular concerning the
optimal choice of library for an application – in a situa-
tion where one library differs from two (or more) others,
it may not be accurate to say that library agreement points
to the correct result if that agreement is produced from
identical underlying data. In general, it might not be ob-
vious that libraries are identical, unless a user is willing
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to analyze in-depth the origin of the cross section data for
relevant nuclides.

Figure 9b and 9c show the nuclide decay-heat break-
down of the simulations on osmium with TENDL-2017
and EAF2010, respectively. The EAF2010 result is a sig-
nificant over-prediction (E/CE10 ratios range between 0.1
and 0.6 for all measurement times). However, the decay-
curve profile appears to match the evolution in the experi-
mental measurements during the first 10 minutes of cool-
ing. This suggests that 190mOs, with its 9.9-minute half-
life, which contributes at least 70% of the total decay-heat
in this case, has been correctly identified as the dominant
radionuclide. Indeed, looking closer at the nuclide break-
down for the EAF2010 simulation in figure 9c it appears
as though the isolated 190mOs decay-heat curve is actually
a good match to the time-evolution for the entire one-hour
measurement – its curve nicely parallels the experimental
points. However, beyond 10 minutes of cooling, decay-
heat from two longer-lived metastable isomers (191mOs
and 189mOs) competes with 190mOs, causing a deviation
from the profile of that nuclide, and, as it appears, the
correct experimental-measurement profile. Those latter
two nuclides, whose contributions appear over-predicted,
are both generated via (n,2n) reactions (see table 1) and
this could be another case, as with the related W (sec-
tion 4.4), where those threshold neutron-multiplication re-
action channels need reevaluating.

Meanwhile, osmium FISPACT-II simulations with
TENDL-2017 (figure 9b) do not produce any 190mOs.
This results in a large under-prediction of the decay-heat
at cooling times below 25 minutes and a misrepresenta-
tion of the entire measured decay-profile. In the absence
of 190mOs, two separate dominant-nuclide regimes oc-
cur: below 5-minutes of cooling 190Re contributes around
50%. Note that EAF2010 simulations also predict ap-
proximately the same absolute decay-heat values from
this nuclide, but it is not relevant compared to 190mOs
in that simulation. TENDL-2017 also predicts nearly the
same heat from 191mOs and 189mOs as EAF2010, and
these two nuclides contribute the majority of the decay-
heat for the remainder of the simulation. Once again, this
produces the wrong decay profile in comparison to the ex-
periment, and an over-prediction beyond 25 minutes. The
ENDF/B-VIII.0 osmium simulation, on the other hand,
does not predict any of 190mOs, 191mOs or 189mOs, and
so it generally under-predicts the experiment by a very

wide margin.
The recommendation here, for future library releases,

is that the production route for 190mOs (see table 1) needs
to be properly included in the xs file of 192Os, although
the exact scale of the cross sections, particularly around
14 MeV, needs to be carefully evaluated (i.e. in compari-
son to these FNS-EAF2010 simulations).

5. Discussion

In this paper we have described a fusion decay-heat
simulation benchmark that uses experimental measure-
ments of decay-heat for materials irradiated in a 14 MeV
fusion-neutron source. 73 different materials were mea-
sured at JAEA’s FNS facility, covering pure metallic foils
or powders of elements like iron and copper, complex nu-
clear alloys such as SS316 and Inconel-600, and oxides
of elements like potassium and tin. This important exper-
imental data-set has been available for more than a decade
but only with the latest computational advances can it now
be routinely used as a standard simulation-benchmark tool
for rapid assessment of the ability of nuclear data evalu-
ations to predict fusion-reactor relevant radiological re-
sponses.

This benchmark could be used by any inventory sim-
ulator, but in this paper FISPACT-II [8] was applied to
several material examples – nickel, iron, niobium, tung-
sten, chromium and osmium. FISPACT-II is a recently
modernized and continuously upgraded code that is flex-
ible enough to read many of the different international
nuclear data libraries currently being maintained and up-
dated around the world. As well as validating (or not)
those individual libraries, performing the benchmark with
multiple different libraries at the same time allows a more
complete understanding. For example, no library was able
to accurately predict the decay-heat from a 5-minute ir-
radiation of osmium, but the output from one of the li-
brary simulations (with EAF2010 [33]) suggested a pos-
sible route forward for producing new cross section files
(for 190Os) that could properly model the experiment.

An important aspect of nuclear data validation using
this benchmark is how the simulation results are pro-
cessed, analysed and interpreted. The integral values of,
in this case, decay-heat that are directly compared to the
experimental measurements are only one aspect of the of-
ten complex inventory simulation landscape. The results
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in this paper have exemplified how in-depth probing of the
underlying complexity can allow greater insight into the
reasons behind both good and poor performance against
experiments.

Visualisation of nuclide contribution breakdowns, in-
cluding the time-evolution in % contributions, allow easy
identification of the dominant radionuclides. Extrac-
tion and plotting of this data is largely automated with
FISPACT-II and the subsequent analysis of production
pathways enables the experimental comparison to be at-
tributed to the validation of specific reaction cross sec-
tions. In this paper, for example, it was shown that the
5-minute irradiation of iron provided a strong validation
of the 14 MeV nuclear data (in all libraries) for the (n,p)
reaction on 56Fe.

Interpretation of the nuclide contributions also reveals
how well the simulations and input nuclear data are able
to reproduce the integral measurements despite there of-
ten being competing contributions from several different
radionuclides produced by very different reaction path-
ways. For example, most nuclear libraries, when used
in FISPACT-II simulations of the 5-minute irradiation of
pure nickel, reproduced the experimental measurement to
high accuracy, despite there being four different radionu-
clides (60Co, 60mCo, 62mCo, and 57Ni) that had vary-
ing, but significant, contributions during only one hour
of post-irradiation cooling.

Some of the benchmark examples discussed show that
nuclear data is able to capture the complex decay-heat re-
sponse of materials, while others have demonstrated that
there is still further improvements to be made. The results
for W and Os showed that either the nuclear data for cer-
tain reactions need adjustment (reevaluation) or that some
reaction channels (pathways) are completely omitted, al-
though in this latter case the problem may be caused by
the difficulties associated with meeting the specific for-
matting requirements of standardized reaction cross sec-
tion files (i.e. the ENDF-6 [61] format used by many li-
braries and read by FISPACT-II).

A more detailed inter-comparison of nuclear data li-
brary performance has been discussed elsewhere [80, 21],
but even in the limited examples presented in this pa-
per we have seen some significant differences with sup-
posedly general purpose libraries. In isolation these dif-
ferences cannot be rationalized (i.e. which is correct),
but in conjunction with the experimental benchmark it

is straightforward to identify the best performance, espe-
cially when using the nuclide breakdown information.
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Table 1: List of contributing reaction-route pathways for the important radionuclides identified in the material cases discussed in the main text.
Full pathway analyses for each experimental simulation can be found in the mainbenchmark report [21]. These pathways were identified using the
tree-search algorithm employed in FISPACT-II, via the UNCERT and LOOKAHEAD keywords – see [12] for more details.

Product T1/2 relevant Pathways Path %
experiment(s) TENDL-2017

62Co 1.50 min. Ni, 5-min. 62Ni(n,p)62Co 98.7
60mCo 10.47 min. Ni, 5-min. 60Ni(n,p)60mCo 99.4
62mCo 13.91 min. Ni, 5-min. 62Ni(n,p)62mCo 100.0
57Ni 1.50 days Ni, 5-min.& 58Ni(n,2n)57Ni 100.0

7-hour

58Co 70.87 days Ni, 7-hour
58Ni(n,p)58Co 80.0
58Ni(n,p)58mCo(IT)58Co 20.0

57Co 271.77 days Ni, 7-hour 58Ni(n,np)57Co 97.1
58Mn 2.58 hours Fe, 5-min. & 56Fe(n,p)56Mn 98.6

7-hour (in 7-hour case)
54Mn 312.16 days Fe, 7-hour 54Fe(n,p)54Mn 100.0

90Y 2.67 days Nb, 7-hour
93Nb(n,α)90Y 69.3
93Nb(n,α)90mY(IT)90Y 31.1

92mNb 10.15 days Nb, 7-hour 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb 100.0
185mW 1.67 min. W, 5-min. 186W(n,2n)185mW 98.2

185W 75.12 days W, 5-min., 7-hour
186W(n,2n)185W 59.81

186W(n,2n)185mW(IT)185W 40.01

186Ta 10.5 min. W, 5-min. 186W(n,p)186Ta 100.0
187W 23.85 hours W, 5-min. 186W(n,γ)187W 100.0
181W 120.99-days W, 7-hour 182W(n,2n)181W 99.8
52V 3.74 min. Cr, 5-min. 52Cr(n,p)52V 97.7
51Cr 27.70 days Cr, 7-hour 52Cr(n,2n)51Cr 100.0
190Re 3.1 min. Os, 5-min. 190Os(n,p)190Re 100.0
189mOs 5.81 hours Os, 5-min 190Os(n,2n)189mOs 92.7
191mOs 13.1 hours Os, 5-min. 192Os(n,2n)191mOs 99.1
190mOs2 9.9 min. Os, 5-min. 190Os(n,n′)190mOs 94.8 (EAF2010)

1path % for production of 185W during a 7-hour irradiation. In the shorter, 5-minute irradiation case the single-step direct reaction to route 185W
is higher contributor at 71.6% because the half-life of 185mW is of a similar magnitude to the irradiation time.
2radionuclide 190mOs is only produced in simulations with EAF2010
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